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Ego c twist manual

eGo Twist Variable Voltage Battery is another advanced vision based on the original eGo battery. The circuit has been modified to allow you to adjust the output voltage from 3.2 V to 4.8 V. With the Buck-Boost smart converter inside, you can turn the knob knob at the end of the battery to adjust the output
voltage to your requirements. You can turn it from 3.2V to 4.8V, which means you can change the temperature at which the juices are sprayed. Changing the temperature at which juices are evaporatable can radically change the taste and make the weakest juices taste fuller and brighten heavier flavour
juice. Sometimes a change in voltage can completely change the taste of the juice. Advantages:--1). Real variable voltage 3.2V-4.8V in 0.2 setting increments: Simple twist can change voltage from 3.2V to 4.8V, this adjustment is a benefit for eGo user because it is simply the fact that different atomizers
work more efficiently at different voltage levels.. --2). 5-click security cut-off: Click the power button five times to turn off the battery and five times again to turn on the battery. This is a very convenient option if you usually carry an electronic cigarette in your pocket or purse.--3). Short circuit protection:
When a short circuit is detected, the battery will turn off until the short circuit is removed.--4). Battery monitoring/over-discharge protection: The device will monitor battery voltage and automatically turn off when the battery is discharged, preventing damage to the battery by over-depleting it. The LED will
flash 5 times, which means charging is required.--5). 510/eGo Threaded:: Completely compatible with eGo series atomizers/cartomizers/clearomizers. What atomizers/cartomizers/clearomizers can be used in a variable voltage eGo Twist battery? The e-cig eGo Twist variable voltage battery is fully
compatible with eGo/cartomizers/clearomizers, can work in eGo-T atomizers, eGo CE4 cartomizers, eGo CE5 cartomizers, CE6 eGo cartomizers, eGo Protank Glassomizer eGo cartomizers, eGo H2 Clearomizer, eGo-C atomizer, eGo-W cartomizers, 510 nozzles, eGo nozzles, 510 MEGA atomizers, eGo
MEGA nozzles, 510 cartomizers, eGo cartomizers, eGo Type A atomizers. On/off: Click the power button five times to turn on the battery, and five times again to turn off the battery - 2. Set Output Voltage: Output Voltage Range: 3.2-4.8V, you can turn the knob knob at the end of the battery to adjust the
output voltage to your requirements.--3. Operation: screw and connect eGo Twist variable voltage battery with atomizer/cartomizer/clearoimer eGo, eGo type A, eGo-T, eGo-C, eGo-W, eGo CE4/CE5/CE6, protank, H2 ect.), then they will standby state, it will only work after eGo Twist power button. Press
the LED power button and inhale in the same Charging: 1), When the power LED indicator flashes, it indicates a low battery.2). Simply screw the eGo Twist battery with a USB charger and then connect it to your computer or AC-USB power adapter. * Tips: All eGo series batteries: 650mAh eGo battery,
1100mAh mega eGo battery, 650mAh eGo LCD battery, MEGA 1100mAh eGo LCD battery, 650mAh eGo Twist battery, 1100mAH eGo Twist mega battery) charged by the same eGo USB eGo charger. Note: * The eGo Twist battery button has a 5-click On /Off lock.* A fully charged eGo Twist battery can
last up to 8 hours.* Using the battery at a higher voltage will drain the battery faster than at a lower voltage. We suggest you to start with low voltage and gradually increase the voltage until you find the right voltage for the sprayer/caromizer.* Best results with cartomizers at 2.0 and above.* Due to the
knob, if placed in your pocket, it can rotate on you if caught on the fabric, so don't store in your pocket or click 5 clicks to cut off the power supply. Please click on what appropriate voltage to different eGo atomizer (or eGo cartomizer, eGo clearomizer, glassomizer eGo)? Page 2 E-liquid: * Tips: all our
flavors are cleansed from natural plants, DO NOT use artificial flavors; And we take high quality nicotine, NOT cheap nicotine. Click, what is a good quality E-liquid? The secret to a good e-liquid? E-liuid (or E-Juice) is a liquid that is used for evaporation. E-liquid usually contains vegetable glycerin,
propylene glycol, nicotine and aroma. The user can generally order e-liquid, requesting some VG (vegetable glycerin) percent and PG (propylene glycol) percentage. The user can also request some nicotine power (density). Nicotine does not need to be in the e-liquid to evaporate it. Common nicotine
strengths are from 0mg to 36mg.   It was cleaned of the natural plant, using biological technology, in accordance with the standard principle of replacing nicotine. It does not contain harmful tar and carbon monoxide and other harmful substances, as well as by the competent approval authority.                    
1. Cartridge composition/e-liquid): 100% VG Vegetable glycerin (or 100% PG Propylene Glycol, or 60% VG/40% PG mix), pure water, glycerol, tobacco flavor, nicotine (with tobacco leaves), and so on. For details about VG, PG and VG/PG e-liquid, click What's different between PG eliquid, VG e-liquid,
PG/VG Mix e-liquid? INGREDIENTS CONTENT TOBACCO FLAVOR ESSENCIAL, VIRGINIA &lt;5% ABSOLUTE TOBACCO,VIRGINIA                                    &lt;5% TYTOŃ ABSOLUTE,BURLEY &lt;5% ORIENT TOBACCO ABSOLUTE,TURKY &lt;5% NIKOTYNA (Z LIŚCI TYTONIU) &lt;1,2% 2,3,5-
TRIMETYLOPYRAZYNY &lt;1% 2,3-DIMETYLOSIZYNY &lt;1%2,5-DIMETYLOPYRAZYNA &lt;1% 2-ETYLOPYRAZYNA &lt;1% 2-ACETYLPYRAZINE &lt;1% 4-(2,6,6-TRIMETYLOCYCLOHEX-2-BUTENE-4-ONE) &lt;5% 4-(2,6,6-TRIMETYLOCYCLOHEX-3-BUTENE-4-ONE) &lt;2% LINAL0OL &lt;2%
MENTOL &lt;2% KWAS METYLOWY (2-) &lt;2% OLEJEK RÓŻANY, BUŁGARSKI, TRUE OTTO &lt; &lt;2&gt; &lt;8&gt;2% EKSTRAKT WANILIOWY &lt;5% OCTALACTONE(GAMMA-) &lt;1% UNDECALACTONE(GAMMA-) &lt;1% CZYSTA WODA &lt;30% GLICERYNA ROŚLINNA (GLIKOL
PROPYLENOWY) &lt;40% GLICEROL &lt;10% 2. E-Juice/e-liquid flavours: Tobacco flavours: plain tobacco, combustion tobacco, mixed tobacco, Turkish blend, Virginia tobacco, cigar, Cuban, French pipe, RY-4, camel, Hilton, Mild 7, 5 5, Dunhill, Marl(MLB), Red Marl (MLB), Iced Marl (MLB), Parliament,
Benson Hedges, Winston, Lucky, ESSE, KOOL; Menthol flavors: Newport, Salem, Tobacco Mint, Marl (MLB) Mint, Triple Menthol, Menthol, Menthol, Double Mint (Green Mint), Mint, Peppermint, Strong Mint, Sugar Mint, Bubble Gum; Friut Flavors: Fruit Blend, Cherry, Watermelon, Melon, Strawberry,
Berry, Raspberry, Pineapple, Apple, Grapes, Grapefruit, Banana, Coconut, Orange, Mango, Passion Fruit, Lemon, Peach; Beverage flavors: vanilla, cinnamon, cream, ice cream, caramel, licorice, butterscotch, clove, rose, cotton candy, chocolate, cappuccino, coffee, espresso, cheesecake, peanut butter,
tasteless (tasteless); Drink Flavors: Energy cow (Red Bull), Cola, Black Tea, Green Tea, Dr. Pepper, Root Beer, Champagne, Mountain Dew, Brandy, Whiskey, Fruit punch. And we can make the product taste different liquid. Regular Tobacco Flavor e-liquid: The original taste of tobacco, the heavy taste
of tobacco, is a premium flavor of ordinary tobacco rolls, with a pronounced medium taste, exquisite light kicks and balanced runs. Aroma of e-liquid cured tobacco: Light tobacco, consisting of 100% gold leaf cured tobacco. And the wonderful aroma of tobacco shines, very heavy and aromatic. RY-4
Flavor e-liquid: RY-4 is a blend of plain tobacco and mild vanilla caramel, which is a certain hit masterpiece, unique and strong tobacco flavor Cigar Flavor e-liquid: as you smoke a cigar, aromas in tobacco over time to give a subtle and pleasant taste, only high density can be chosen VirginiaTobacco
Flavor e-liquid: Full body, rich and cleaned of wires that enhances its total pleasant and taste. It's mild sweet with vanilla and butterscotch overtones that you'll love dearly. The taste of pure Virginia tobacco cigarette is the epitome of this e-liquid Blended Tobacco Flavor e-liquid: it is designed to taste just
like a cigarette we all know has a rich tobacco flavor with nutty overtones, combines regular, exhaust cured tobacco, Hilton, 555, Cappuccino... different proportions. If you are looking for juice that replicates the taste of cigarettes, then this is another great offer. Turkish BlendTobacco Flavor e-liquid:
Turkish Blend combines fine Virginia and Turkish Varietals for smooth and aromatic smoke. Fragrant Orientals combined with the sweetness of Virginias create a smooth and unique blend with a rich taste, appreciate the earthy, nutty and foresty flavor that this unique crop provides. Cubana Tobacco
Flavor e-liquid: Cigar-flavored vape juice, a solid, complex Cuban cigar flavor with rich, spicy, earthy features that tastes as if it were rolling on the thighs of a real Cuban virgin. Camel Flavor e-liquid: Original, natural, smooth taste with a hint of bergamot, contain a mixture of Turkish tobacco and virginia.
Strong taste, harvests of mild and solid tobacco mixed together. Taste and smell like a real camel light cigarette. Marlboro (USA) Taste Taste How really full taste of red marlboro cigarette with its unique and strong taste. Taste the best replica of one of the best-selling and most popular cigarette brands in
the world. Iced Marlboro (Iced USA Mix) Taste e-liquid: Cool off with a menthol version of your favorite Marlboro! Icy fresh coolness that leaves you with a cool refreshing feeling, great taste of tobacco with a blast of cool ice on the exhalation. Mild Seven Flavor e-liquid: Cool off with a menthol version of
your favorite Marlboro! Icy fresh coolness that leaves you with a cool refreshing feeling, great taste of tobacco with a blast of cool ice on the exhalation. Congress (Parliament) Taste e-liquid: Only classic e-Liquid tobacco. Congress (PLM) will certainly make even fans of Parliament happy with its clear and
distinct taste of tobacco. Full of flavors are extremely pleasant smoke. Great taste, very mild, very small aftertaste. 555 (3&amp;5) Taste e-liquid: How State Express 555 flavored. strong, yet mild and pleasant cigarettes. It tastes special with a pleasant blend of roasted nuts, smooth caramel and sweet
vanilla with excellent pipe tobacco overtones. French pipe tobacco Flavor e-liquid: Like smoking real ones, it tastes like pipe tobacco along with almost fruity notes. It packs the concentrated taste of freshly ground tobacco leaves and mixed with the right amount of flavor, which is a mixture of high-quality
caramel and high-end vanilla. Winston Tobacco Taste e-liquid: tastes like a real Winston cigarette. If you crave a smooth and dry pure tobacco flavor, this e-liquid flavor is for you. This is for those who have just transitioned from smoking real tobacco to vaping e-cigarettes. There is no fruity, floral or food-
based taste. Hilton e-liquid tobacco aroma: Like hilton kings, more aromatic taste in smoke, high and luxurious taste of tobacco. Deep, dark and slightly sweet taste of tobacco with a good blow to the throat and plenty of dense steam. Dunhill Tobacco Taste e-liquid: Tastes like a real Dunhill cigarette,
tobacco blend victory, lightly balanced tobacco, Tobacco Deluxe says it all, name means original dunhill international deluxe. Benson Hedges (B&amp;H, Gold &amp; Sliver) Flavor e-liquid Tobacco: is a smooth, premium tobacco aroma, slightly sweet with a strong tobacco feeling, similar to the UK
Benson &amp; Hedges Range, full of steam and powerful Tobacco Inspired. Winfield Tobacco Taste e-liquid: A version of traditional Winfield tobacco. The mystery of Winfi, the distinctive taste and taste of eld lies in the bold tobacco, which is considered the smoothest and aromatic in the world. If you like
smoking Winfield cigarettes you will love this taste. ESSE Flavor e-liquid: Just like the South Korean ESSE cigarette, e-liquid with ESSE flavor is very soft and soft soft is a classic smoking taste. The taste is specifically aimed at women, of course, there are many men who like it.   Davidoff Tobacco Flavor
e-liquid: This e-liquid has a rich and luxurious tobacco flavor, is a premium E-Liquid with the freely diffusion and plump smell of Davidoff tobacco. Great vape for those looking for a deep taste of tobacco.   Kent Tobacco Flavor e-liquid: Kent e-liquid is a blend of berry and anise flavor with airy menthol
base, is noticeably smooth in taste, very close to the popular American brand kent cigarettes. If you like smoking Kent cigarettes you will love this taste.   Peter Stuyvesant Tobacco Taste e-liquid: The full, rich taste and aroma of the classic Peter Stuyvesant is here for you in liquid form. Simple, no
pretension, this is another popular Tobacco Flavor.   KOOL Flavor e-liquid: stands out among menthol cigarettes because it provides an intense menthol smoking experience that is bold but smooth. Kool achieves the perfect balance of rich tobacco flavor by combining specially blended tobacco with a
fresh menthol flavor.   Newport Flavor e-liquid: This bold and robust tobacco blend with a little menthol is a great way to enjoy the taste of tobaccoPopular tobacco flavor. The rich taste of tobacco with menthol hit for lovers of heavy tobacco and menthol.   Salem Flavor e-liquid: Smooth but strong as the
original taste of Salem cigarettes. Great taste of tobacco and the right amount of menthol, which full of your buddies with a refreshing taste. Unflavor Nicotine e-liquid: Tastless DIY e-liquid, you can use it to increase the lower strength of flavored e-Liquids or use it to create your own e-Liquid flavors with
flavors available elsewhere. It's actually pretty good just by itself!   Menthol Flavor e-liquid: Classic taste of menthol, cools and refreshes breat. Our menthol e-juice captures the cool minty sensations you get from regular menthol cigarettes. To make the taste even tastier, you can add it to other flavors.  
Mint Candy Flavor e-liquid: there is an all-in-one sweet taste of the mint candies you've been searching for. Our mix artists combined the taste of Spearmint, Peppermint and Wintergreen with an icy burst of refreshing menthol and sweet rock candies to create a unique flavor.   Bubble Gum Flavor e-liquid:
Very sweet with unforgettable cool mint flavor. It tastes like bubble gum. Each puff feels like you're actually popping a piece of chewing gum in your mouth, just in the right amount to quench your thirst.   Tobacco Mint Flavor e-liquid: The aroma of tobacco mint has the same beloved flavor of tobacco, which
our regular aims to use e-tobacco liquids, seasoned with smooth mint freshness!   Ice Menthol Flavor e-liquid: Refreshing taste of menthol with excellent cooling effect on exhalation, which is perfect to help you relax, strong gust you feel that you can eat real ice. Triple menthol flavor e-liquid: Triple
menthol, three times the cooling effect! One of our most popular menthol flavors! If you like the strong menthol flavor this e liquid is for you. This is our strongest menthol flavor. Strong Mint Flavor e-liquid: super-cooling mint mixture. Notes of peppermint, mint and ground mint. If what you're looking for in e
smoke is a fresh, bright and mindblowingly minty feeling then this is the right e liquid for you. Marlboro Mint Flavor e-liquid: Cool off with a menthol version of your favorite Marlboro! Imagine the legendary taste and feel of Marlbo and the cool and refreshing feeling of menthol combined. Spearmint Flavor e-
liquid: The classic mint flavor is one that many have enjoyed in chewing gums, mints and even flavored desserts. Spearmint is an aromatic herb with medicinal and culinary properties, it gives a very cool breath and exhale, cools the throat with a very characteristic mint flavor. Pepperrmint Flavor e-liquid:
is a mixture of water mint and mint spear. The cooling effect of peppermint makes it one of the most popular aromas in the world. For centuries, candy makers have used peppermint flavor as a basis for creating candies that almost everyone has used. Double Mint Flavor e-liquid: Like gum, fresh, earthy
mint flavor and spicy peppermint flavor combine to give your mouth that sparkling palettes cleanse and feel sweet without the hassle of chewing gum! Aroma of fruit mixture E-liquid| E-Jucie: BestEcig mix masters really pulled out a bag with this amazing mix of different fruit flavors. The perfect blend
combining a range of exotic and tasty fruits to provide a refreshing, sweet taste with every blow to the throat. It is fruity, juicy and strong. Cherry flavor E-liquid| E-Jute: The sweet fruity taste, which tastes like a freshly selected cherry, is sweet and fruity and has the unique taste that we all know and love.
Who doesn't like the taste of cherries? Cherry is one of those flavors, s, which stands out on its own and is instantly recognizable. Watermelon Taste E-liquid| E-Jucie: Watermelon is known all over the world as a summer favorite. Inside the skin, the watermelon is basically just pure, clean water with a
wonderfully refreshing taste. Its unique sweet taste is not comparable to any other fruit, even to other species of melon. Strawberry flavour E-liquid| E-Jute: This super rich strawberry e-liquid will make your mouth water more than that, it's one of the classics, it has a pleasant, lighter taste of taste, it



reminds us of most strawberry jam. It is certainly one fruit that absolutely everyone knows and loves. Blueberry Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: This is a simple traditional blueberry-flavored e-liquid and stays true to the sweet, berry flavour. Berries. they have a balanced blend of being sweet and tart, and these
also boast many nutritional benefits that other fruits can't match raspberry flavor e-liquid | E-Jucie: A popular summer fruit that grows in temperate regions of the world. It has a sweet and sour taste and an intense taste of berries. It has smooth throat kicks with incredible wrath of Berry flavors. You can
also feel a subtle hint of tartness. Blackcurrant Taste E-liquid| E-Jucie: This taste of blackcurrant is a real treat for fruit lovers. Its sweet taste tingling taste buds in the most delightful way. Blackcurrants taste as if they were freshly harvested and squeezed just for our vaping pleasure. Aroma of grapes E-
liquid| E-Jute: Great soothing feel with perfectly sweet and sour/spicy as a aftertaste, just like your favorite stored wine will make you addictive to our blend, in a good way. Vape it with a hint of your favorite wine for increased pleasure. Apple Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: Apple is a taste that everyone knows. A
delicious blend of bright red apples, which taste like an apple harvested straight from a tree, has a subtle hint of anis (like black licorice). The smoke is nice and thick. Peach Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: Taste the same freshness and, , sweetness you c, get from Peach Flavored E-Liquid. It is juicy and
delicious, which is absolutely pleasant in taste. Plus it has an amazing aroma and steam and smooth gears, which makes it a total vape miracle. E-liquid pineapple flavor| E-Jute: Enjoy the exciting tropical climate and enjoy the real juices growing out of a unique sweet and spicy zeal! The smell replicates
a real pineapple and as exciting as ever! Pineapple offers a refreshing change from standard e-liquid flavors. Melon flavor, E-liquid| E-Jucie: One of the most delicious fruits in the world! Its tasteful gorgeous zest, sweet and large pairs, unusual pleasant aroma is sure to make tropical days worth it! Orange
Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: It has a juicy, massive chunky cache that is refreshingly spicy and sweet. It's definitely a fruity burst of real sweet and citrus orange tango that you'll find the most heartwarming in any of our orange fruit flavored E-liquid. Lemon Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: Lemon is a sunny yellow
citrus fruit. This is a total refreshment made available not for drinking, but for Vape! Incredibly created to vape and crave more - It is well balanced with sweet and spicy taste and too pleasant smell and steam. Mango Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: Our mango e-juice captures the taste of ripe mangoes - sweet,
juicy and smooth. Taste delicious sourness and sweetness syrup in every bottle of this Mango Fruit Favorite. E-liquid Banana Aroma| E-Jucie: This accurately replicates the distinctive taste of bananas. Experience a new level of freshness with our E-Liquid banana. With a pleasant smell Live sweetness,
be ready to go your memory down a real banana farm. Coconut Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: Coconut is the best tropical escape fruit, coconut juice has a mild, slightly sweet taste that is just perfect. Its distinctive taste is uncheasy once you've tried it and the sweet aroma will have to come back for more.
Taste of marakua E-liquid| E-Jucie: The taste is sweet and refreshing and has been liked for sweet, ripe guawa. Its aromatic quality has found its way to many recipes, and now it also takes e-cigarette lovers by storm with our e-liquids from marakua. Grapefruit (Blood Orange) Taste E-liquid| E-Jucie:
Tastes like oranges, but can be sweeter and slightly bitter. E-liquid grapefruit fights sparkling and juicy moments of true orange goodness. It shines through a refreshing burst of its citrus, sweet and tender. Cotton candy Taste E-liquid| E-Jucie: Our sweet fluffy flavors of cotton candy e-juice are a close
taste of the real thing. Full of sweet taste, which everyone loves in cotton candy. Pull intensely sweet puff sugar coated taste vape e juice from every cloud of this favorite carnival. Vanilla Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: The sweet taste of vanilla is loved all over the world and is by far the most popular flavor of ice
cream. Its creamy texture and instantly recognizable taste will allow you to come back time and time again. Cinnamon Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: Cinnamon is famous for its unique nutty and spicy taste. You will surely get an explosion of taste with a sweet and spicy, yet delicate aroma of cinnamon.
Stimulate your senses as we vape our solid and aromaic cinnamon e-liquid. Caramel Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: Brown confectionery produced by careful heating of sugar at high temperatures. With a warm sweet taste and a little butter and nuts, caramel is a hit with both children and adults. Enjoy the
sweetness of caramel with caramel e-liquid. Butterscotch Flavor E-liquid| E-Jute: Made from butter, brown sugar, vanilla and corn syrup. This fragrant buttery, caramel creamy and brown sweet e-juice is an authentic dip with butterscotch indulgence -Surely, the perfect partner in creating the perfect steam
experience. E-liquid licorice flavor| E-Jucie: Vape, which moves the senses with a fragrant herbal aroma and unique taste. We create a taste that perfectly combines the characteristic sweet sweetness of candy with a salty-spicy exhalation. Taste of clove E-liquid| E-Jucie: A healthy type of spice that
comes from Indonesia. Cloves are known for their anti-inflammatory benefits. Get a warm, peppery and aromatic flavor of this spice as we vape our Clove e-liquid. Rose Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: Rose e-liquid brings pure rose essence in a beautiful floral vape. This heavenly taste is balanced balanced not
perfume-y taste. This flavor is created from organic or wild craft flowers. Cheesecake Taste E-liquid| E-Jute: Enjoy the sweetness of our cheese-flavored e-liquids, it's smooth in taste and heavy in the clouds. Creamy soft and delicate, with a rich shoddy feeling. It has backnotes of some sweet crusts that
will make you ask for more! Chocolate flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: The buttery texture of chocolate and the distinct sweet and slightly bitter taste are sure to delight your senses. With our e-liquid, you can enjoy the taste of chocolate without worrying about sugar spikes or extra calories. Taste of Coffee E-
liquid| E-Jute: Like drinking a cup of strong coffee, the taste of e-liquid coffee has the right amount of sweetness from chocolate auburn nuts with strong live kicks from freshly brewed toasted coffee beans. Cappuccino Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: Warm, rich and creamy. Too bad you can't put a little swirl on
top! Beware of coffee lovers, enjoy a delicious cup of cappuccino at any time of the day without caffeine with this e-liquid-flavored cappuccino. Espresso Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: is doubly strong, rich and pure, aroma and taste are heavenly; one inhalation will take you to the best café with the best
espresso. It offers a taste like no other and this e juice captures that flawless experience. Peanut Butter Taste E-liquid| E-Jucie: The combination of all the popular and expensive nuts come with luxurious butter to make the new peanut butter you'll be crazy about. E-liquid peanut butter, which is
satisfyingly tasty, can smell and taste authentic peanut butter. Cream Taste E-liquid| E-Jucie: One of the most popular and sought after categories e liquid flavor for many vapers. The juicy taste of smooth cream, mixed with fruits and other desserts, provides a milky finish on the exhalation. Ice Cream
Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: Brings to mind a soft frozen dessert with creamy milk and sweet additives, without worrying about fats. The rich, smooth and creamy taste of ejuice ice cream is the perfect treat to enjoy at any time. Black flavor of E-liquid tea| E-Jucie: Black Tea (Rooibos Tea), also known as red
shrub is less tea, and more herbal infusion, enjoyed with its fruity, mild taste, is a popular health drink and is completely caffeine-free. Green Tea Taste E-liquid| E-Jute: Green tea has several variants, but the usual kind of tastes grassy and a little floral with a touch of bitterness that is common in herbal
teas.you can have a taste of pure zen experience everywhere with our green e-liquid tea. Red Bull Taste E-liquid| E-Jucie: Taste energy and power with only one hit! Power-charged yourself and let good energy come out naturally with our Red Bull Flavored E-Liquid, it has an element of sweetness and
lemony tips busting with coli like a skin. Skin. Dr. Pepper Flavor E-liquid| E-Jute: Taste the perfectly mixed cherries and refreshing coli on the palate. This Dr. Pep E-Liquid will look great as a standalone flavor of soda, or placed next to cola e-liquid to show that you are quite a lover of soft drinks.  
Champagne Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: A champagne glass of champagne can complement almost any occasion. Our champagne-flavored e-liquid combines a light, bubbly taste with a smooth, hearty vape to create an unforgettable vaping experience.   Brandy Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: It's hot and its
smooth aroma and taste gives an exciting touch of cocktails. Come and taste this cocktail drink with our brandy e-liquid, it is like the smell of good brandy glass snifter.   Rootbeer Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: The root beer float is one of the most popular variants of ice soda. The combination of the milky
creaminess of vanilla ice cream and the fizzy, sweet quality of root beer gives a frothy goodness that is unique to beer floating.   Cola Flavor E-liquid| E-Jucie: Open the thirst-quenching coke bottle as an e-liquid flavor for your e-cig. You will definitely get a syrupy sweet and bubbly taste of coli. It's like
drinking regular coli-flavored soda minus the fizz you'd expect from carbonated drinks.   Whisky Taste E-liquid| E-Jucie: A champagne glass of champagne can complement almost any occasion. Our champagne-flavored e-liquid combines a light, bubbly taste with a smooth, hearty vape to create an
unforgettable vaping experience.   Fruity Poncho Taste E-liquid| E-Jucie: Fruit Punch Flavor E-Juice is an assortment of mixed fruits mixed together to form a sweet vape. It is a wonderful mix of different fruits, mixed in a delicious fruit poncho. It is fruity, juicy and strong.   Mountain dew flavor E-liquid| E-
Jucie: It's amazing how much it tastes like a Mountain Dew soda. The taste of fruit punch is unique, high quality and full of outstanding fruity flavor that will make you feel blissfully intose faith.   3. Nicotine density (strenge/level) e-juice/e-liquid: there are 10 different nicotine densities to choose from: * Ultra
Super high nicotine density: 192 mg/g nicotine * Ultra Extra high density nictin 96 mg/g nicotine *Ultra high nicotine density: 48 mg/g nicotine *Super high nicotine density: 36 mg/g nicotine *Very high nicotine density: 26 mg/g nicotine *High nicotine density: 18mg/g nicotine *Average nicotine density:
12mg/g nicotine *Low nicotine density: 8 mg/g nicotine *Extra Low-nicotine density: 4mg/g nicotine *No nicotine density: 0mg/g nicotine Note: Do not directly replenish 48mg/96mg/192mg nicotine-power e-liquid nicotine power below 36 mg had to be diluted. How to choose the nicotine content of e-liquid
4.E-liquid alias: VAPE liquid, Vape Nicotine juice, electronic cigarette liquid, nicotine e-cig filling liquid/juice, nicotine liquid, carbonated liquid, e, electronic smoking liquid, tobacco juice, e-cigarette liquid, e-cigarette juice, e-zigarette liquid, elektrische cigarette liquid, e-sigar, ecigs liquid, , e cigs Juice, e-cig
liquid.      
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